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 Local Government, Information
 Systems, and Technology Transfer:
 Evaluating Some Common Assertions
 About Computer Application Transfer
 Kenneth L. Kraemer, University of California, Irvine
 E verywhere we go nowadays faith is expressed
 that some modern technology is waiting in the
 wings to make our lives better. This extends to
 local governments where large programs have been
 instituted to facilitate "technology transfer"' -a
 concept that usually refers to the process of
 moving a piece of technology developed at a high
 cost in one place to another place at a lower cost
 than would be required to develop the technology
 locally.2
 The appeal of technology transfer is consid-
 erable and stems from several notions:
 1. Technologies are interchangeable from one site
 to another, having "plug-in" features in the
 sense that they are relatively self-contained,
 prepackaged, readily learnable, and their imple-
 mentation can be buffered against the impact
 of the larger environment.
 2. High value is potentially redeemable from R &
 D investments which create or "spinoff' tech-
 nologies that can be transferred extensively.
 3. Users who are able to transfer can obtain high
 This article is part of a research project entitled
 "Evaluation of Information Technology in Local Govern-
 ment" (URBIS), supported by a grant from the RANN
 Division of the National Science Foundation (APR74-A01
 & A02). The author gratefully acknowledges the intellec-
 tual stimulation and support provided by John King and
 Joseph Matthews, and the helpful comments on manu-
 script drafts by James Danziger, John Dever, Edward
 Hearle, Rob Kling, Robert Metzgar, Jim Maxwell, Alan
 Siegel, Myron Weiner, and Willis Ware.
 * The "faith in technology" attitude prevalent in the
 U.S. extends to local governments, where large pro-
 grams have been instituted to facilitate technology
 transfer. This article examines the technology transfer
 of computer applications among and into city and
 county governments. It compares the benefit claims
 about application transfer, as expressed in seven key
 points most often found in literature about computer-
 ized information systems, with new data on local
 government transfer activity and the harsher realities
 of actual transfer experience. This article neither
 supports nor discredits claims about transfer of com-
 puter applications in local government. Rather, it
 attempts to fill part of the void in rational discussion
 about transfer by offering broad perspectives on why
 more transfers do not occur and, in some instances,
 why they shouldn't occur.
 quality, sophisticated technologies without the
 need for making substantial development ex-
 penditures.
 4. Certain technologies, such as management tech-
 niques, are instruments of political and admin-
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 istrative reform, capable of "modernizing" pub-
 lic administration.3
 Thus, the Federal Council on Science and
 Technology sees technology transfer as:
 ... critical to assuring that the results of an annual
 Federal investment of over $15 billion in research and
 development are being applied to improve the services and
 quality of life of the Nation.
 And, the importance given to technology transfer
 as:
 ... partly stimulated by the often quoted Presidential
 Message to Congress on Science and Technology in March
 1972. Perhaps more important was the move toward
 "New Federalism" and revenue sharing, and the concern
 expressed by leaders at each level to actively spur the
 application of Federally sponsored research and develop-
 ment to state and local problems.4
 Nowhere can the trend towards technology
 transfer be seen more clearly than in attempts to
 transfer computer applications between and
 among local governments. Computer application
 transfer in local government offers a classic case of
 technology transfer. General-purpose local govern-
 ments appear similar in their functions and re-
 quirements. Computers are very alike in the
 functions they perform and are promoted for their
 interchangeability in handling different computer
 applications. Institutional support for application
 transfer exists in the form of policy support,
 financial aid, packaged programs, and technical
 assistance. Indeed, most of the current literature is
 highly enthusiastic about application transfer,
 highly optimistic about the ease and speed with
 which transfer can occur, and highly promotional
 about the dollar benefits to be derived.5
 The image created about the transfer process is
 sometimes extreme.6 An urban technology trans-
 fer agent appears at city or county hall, carrying
 an arsenal of off-the-shelf, generalized, and pre-
 packaged computer programs ready to be plugged
 into the government's computer system. The
 technology agent has something for just about any
 operational or management problem ranging from
 utility billing to fire station location to collective
 bargaining negotiation. Without any difficulty,
 operating managers and data processing staff
 choose the application that fits their computer.
 Then the technology agent installs it, saving
 everyone the normal agony associated with devel-
 oping computer applications in-house from
 scratch.
 "Saving the day" is one of the images that
 makes application transfer appealing to local gov-
 ernments. The touting of dollar savings makes
 software transfer irresistable. The following com-
 ments of a systems consultant typify the appeal:
 As a concept, a design and an implemented system,
 GBIS [Geographic Base Information System] costs some-
 thing on the order of a quarter of a million dollars.
 [Southern city A] will install this system for under
 $40,000 plus a few man-months of data processing time.
 [Southern city B] has saved something in excess of
 $50,000 in choosing to accept PROVES [Property Value
 Estimation System] rather than designing their own
 system. Further, it is apparent that PROVES can be
 transferred to other cities at even more significant savings.
 These facts speak for themselves: there is big money to
 be saved through the transfer of major systems. So for
 those of you who feel that yours may be better than
 mine, mine's cheaper than yours and it works, too!!
 One would expect substantial software transfer
 to occur, based on these positive claims. Yet, the
 current level of applications transfer in the United
 States appears low in comparison to the amount of
 total development. In a survey we recently made
 of the transfer experience in cities over 50,000 and
 counties over 100,000 population in the United
 States,7 we found that only 22 per cent of the
 responding governments had transferred applica-
 tions in the last two years.8 Twenty-three per cent
 of the responding cities and counties plan such
 transfers within the next two years (Table 1).9
 Additionally, the average number of computer
 applications transferred per site over the past two
 years is not very great-1.4 applications in cities
 and 1.6 applications in counties (Table 2). The
 average number of applications planned for trans-
 fer over the next two years is similar, for both
 governments.'
 Thus, in spite of the positive claims for transfer,
 relatively few local governments are transferring
 computer applications at all, and of those that are,
 few transfer more than one application. The major
 positive sign in the transfer patterns-one sugges-
 ting successful past experience-is that 60 per cent
 of the sites with transfer experience plan addi-
 tional transfer during the next two years (Table 3).
 Nevertheless, the low level of transfer casts
 doubt about the ease and benefit claims of
 application transfer. If the dollar savings are as
 great as transfer promoters say, why hasn't more
 transfer occurred? Why aren't more transfers
 planned? If transfer is so easy, why have most
 governments with transfer experience averaged
 only one application in the last two years? and,
 why are 40 per cent of the experienced govern-
 ments planning no additional transfers during the
 JULY/AUGUST 1977
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 Total number of
 local governments
 responding to
 URBIS survey
 Per cent of govern-
 ments responding
 to transfer experi-
 ence portion of
 URBIS survey a
 Per cent of sites
 with transfer
 experience among
 responding local
 governments
 Per cent of govern-
 ments responding
 to transfer plans
 portion of
 URBIS survey b
 Per cent of sites
 with transfer
 plans among
 responding local
 governments
 a. Number of respondents-
 b. Number of respondents
 BLE 1  next two years (Table 3)?
 tEGARDIN (iTRANSkER The usual explanations for limited technolog-
 LICATIONS IN CITIES ical innovation offered in the literature focus on
 OUNTIES technical complexity, institutional constraints, and
 Cities Counties Totals human frailties that create barriers to innova-
 tion.' 1 These barriers undoubtedly operate with
 regard to transfer of computer applications as with
 other technologies. However, another explanation
 for the low level of application transfer may be
 3~81 288 669 more basic: "who" really benefits from transfer of
 computer applications simply is more unclear than
 with other technologies, and given this uncer-
 tainty, few potential transfer participants are
 willing to risk engaging in transfer without outside
 75% 59% 65% stimulus (e.g., a crisis, or external financial sup-
 port).
 Theoretically, application transfer should ben-
 efit all participants. Local government managers
 get modernization at a reduced price, within the
 ~18% 29% 22% constraints of their strapped budgets. Federal and
 state agencies, which assist local transfers or
 develop computer applications for transfer, get
 high leverage from a relatively low investment by
 demonstrating nationwide benefits from their R &
 66% 52% 60% ~D programs. The data processing professionals,
 who are providers of the technology, get status,
 recognition, and sometimes profit from their
 broker function. The department users in local
 governments get new tools for performing their
 22% 25% 23% jobs more efficiently and effectively. Ultimately,
 = 284 cities and 171 counties. the taxpayer gets better service at a lower cost.
 = 250 cities and 151 counties. But, in reality, are the benefits of transfer
 TABLE 2
 FREQUENCY OF TRANSFER AND NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS TRANSFERRED
 IN CITIES AND COUNTIES
 Cities  Counties
 Have Transferred
 Governments with transfer experience
 Total number of applications
 transferred
 Average number of applications
 transferred
 Plan To Transfer
 Governments that plan to transfer
 applications
 Total number of applications
 planned for transfer
 Average number of applications
 planned for transfer
 51
 Totals
 49
 69  80
 100
 1.4  1.6
 149
 1.5
 54
 59
 1.1
 37
 59
 1.6
 91
 118
 1.3
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 TABLE 3
 OVERLAP OF CITY AND COUNTY
 GOVERNMENTS TtIAT HAVE TRANSFERRED
 AND PLAN TO TRANSFER COMPUTER
 APPLICATIONSa
 Have Transferred
 Yes No Total
 Plan To Yes 60 31 91
 Transfer
 No 40 305 345
 Total 100 336 436
 aThe chi square statistic is greater than the predicted chi
 square with a significance level of .001 having one degree of
 freedom. Thus, the data indicates that a site which has
 transferred in the past is more likely to transfer in the
 future.
 always this clear cut? Actual experience with
 application transfer suggests that transfer is more
 complex than the "plug-in" process usually por-
 trayed. More importantly, experience suggests
 application transfers do not always serve every-
 one's best interests. Some participants may gain
 important benefits, while giving up others. Some
 participants may gain very little in relation to the
 investment required of them.1 2
 Claims and Realities
 Differences between the benefit claims and the
 harsh realities of actually performing transfer can
 be seen by examining some popular assertions
 found in the literature on information systems in
 local government: 13
 1. Transfer of computer applications prevents
 each government from having to reinvent the
 wheel.
 2. Everyone benefits from application transfer.
 3. Computer applications can be transferred and
 adapted for a small fraction of the time and
 money needed to develop them in-house from
 scratch.
 4. Transfer makes badly needed computer applica-
 tions available at low costs to all local govern-
 ments.
 5. Application transfer is a short cut for local
 governments seeking an advanced state of EDP
 (electronic data processing) development.
 6. Technical factors, such as the lack of standard-
 ized computer hardware and programming lan-
 guages, are major barriers to application trans-
 fer among local governments.
 7. More application transfer would occur if there
 were a National Clearinghouse and Resource
 Center that would make information and com-
 puter applications available to local govern-
 ments.
 1. Transfer of computer applications prevents
 each government from having to reinvent the
 wheel.
 An underlying assumption behind application
 transfer is that having each government develop its
 own applications is inefficient, if not wasteful.
 Therefore, application development projects
 should be done centrally and transferre  to local
 governments in order to prevent costly duplication
 of effort. This prescription may be true, but it
 overlooks the important learning benefits derived
 from reinventing the wheel.
 The process of developing computer applica-
 tions offers individuals and the local government
 an exceptional opportunity to develop computing
 capability, within the constraints of local skill,
 time, and money availability. Computing staff
 professionals engaged in in-house development
 learn about various government functions. Depart-
 ment users learn about computing. And, both
 develop working relationships that support future
 operation, maintenance, and expanded use of
 computing. By contrast, application transfer may
 actually prevent learning. This is particularly true
 when transfer is performed by outside agents and
 the application exceeds local capabilities, as the
 computing staff and users are frequently under
 great time pressure and easily overwhelmed by the
 outside experts. In this situation, staff/user learn-
 ing usually occurs later when the application is in
 operation and the staff has time to discover what
 the application really does and what assumptions
 underlie its models of reality. They, of course, also
 may discover that the application is ill-suited to
 local operations. Since computer applications,
 unlike a car, carry no warranty, there is no
 recourse with application "lemons."
 Given that computing is still in its infancy in
 most local governments, learning opportunities
 that build in-house capability are especially valu-
 able. Ironically, it is these governments with
 relatively undeveloped computing that are most
 often targeted for software transfer by the transfer
 agents on the deceptively rational grounds that
 transfer is most beneficial where local capability is
 weakest.
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 Contrary to this popular belief, the best candi-
 dates to undertake transfer may be the govern-
 ments with highly developed EDP. Being sophis-
 ticated, these governments can better assess the
 potential of applications before they are imple-
 mented by outside experts. In addition, they are
 capable of undertaking the complexities of their
 own independent search, evaluation, and transfer.
 Considerable evidence supports this view. The
 survey of U.S. cities and counties cited indicates
 that the greatest amount of transfer tends to occur
 in the larger governments and particularly in
 governments with an advanced state of EDP
 development. Table 4 shows that a greater propor-
 tion of larger cities and counties have transfer
 experience than smaller governments. Table 5
 shows that the transfer governments tend to have
 higher EDP expenditures, spend proportionately
 more of their operating budget for EDP, have
 larger computer core capacity, have more applica-
 tions operational, have more applications on-line,
 and have more applications documented than the
 average city or county in the survey, all of which
 indicates a relatively advanced state of develop-
 ment.
 That the majority of these governments origi-
 nally developed their own applications might be
 one important reason why they have become
 relatively sophisticated users of computing. In
 addition, transfer probably involves fewer risks for
 the larger more experienced governments because,
 unlike smaller inexperienced governments, they
 have sufficient skill to overcome adaptation prob-
 lems and sufficient size to absorb unanticipated
 costs.
 2. Everyone benefits from application transfer.
 If application transfer yields all the beneficial
 things claimed for it, who could possibly resist
 transfer efforts? Depending on the situation, both
 the EDP and user departments might object.
 Consider first the data processing professionals
 and users. In addition to the learning benefits,
 computing professionals and users stand to gain
 the personal and professional satisfaction that
 comes from their own design embellishments of
 the wheel. Since design is the sine qua non of the
 computer profession, the design-development
 phases of automating provide the most challenging
 TABLE 4
 PER CENT OF TOTAL URBIS CITIES AND COUNTIES TRANSFERRING COMPUTER
 APPLICATIONS, BY POPULATION*
 Transfer Experience  Cities  Counties
 Have Transferred
 in Last Two Years
 (% of A)
 URBIS
 Respondents
 (B)
 Have Transferred
 in Last Two Years
 (% of B)
 Totals 284 18% 171 29%
 Population Groups
 500,000 and over 19 42 38 34
 250,000-499,999 27 22 46 28
 100,000-249,999 74 15 87 26
 50,000- 99,999 164 16 - -
 Transfer Plans Cities Counties
 URBIS Plan To Transfer URBIS Plan To Transfer
 Categories Respondents in Next Two Years Respondents in Next Two Years
 (A) (% of A) (B) (% of B)
 Totals 250 22 151 25
 Population Groups
 500,000 and over 15 27 32 25
 250,000-499,999 23 30 41 22
 100,000-249,999 66 23 78 26
 50,000- 99,999 146 19 - -
 * 119 cities and 139 counties failed to answer this question
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 TABLE 5
 COMPARATIVE STATE OF EDP DEVELOPMENT AMONG CITIES AND COUNTIES
 THAT HAVE TRANSFERRED-IN APPLICATIONS
 Indicators of EDP
 Development Status
 Cities
 Transfer All URBIS
 Sites Cities
 Counties
 Transfer All URBIS
 Sitesa Counties
 Average EDP expenditures
 Average EDP expenditures as a
 percent of total operating budget
 Average total core capacity
 in bytes
 Average total operational
 applications
 Average total operational
 applications on-line
 Average total operational
 applications with documentation
 $891,031 $554,444 $1,345,933 $965,155
 1.4%
 596K
 44
 11
 25
 1.0%
 346K
 31
 6
 15
 1.8%
 598K
 39
 1.7%
 450K
 32
 7
 24
 6
 18
 aThis includes only places that have transferred-in. As might be expected, places that have transferred-out have somewhat
 higher values.
 and creatively fulfilling jobs for many program-
 mers and analysts. By contrast, the transfer adop-
 tion process is generally viewed as unstimulating,
 even drudgery. 4
 "Professional practice" is to department users
 what design is to the computer staff. User depart-
 ment people develop small differences in local
 practice as a means of maintaining and building
 recognition and professional superiority over their
 counterparts in other governments. Users fre-
 quently assert that "we are different from City
 A," "our department does not function like
 County B," "our procedures are better than
 theirs." Thus, many user departments are precon-
 ditioned to reject a system developed for another
 local government with a "different" situation.
 Their position frequently is reinforced by the
 patchwork of state and local statutes governing
 local governments' operations and the already
 differing pattern of standard operating proce-
 dures. '
 Data processing professionals and users are not
 the only ones who might resist transfer. Bureau-
 cratic incentive and resource politics enter into
 considerations about transfer, particularly for the
 managers in the EDP and user departments. When
 development is done in-house, or when transfer is
 done by in-house staff, the monies essentially go
 to increase staff in the EDP department, the user
 department, or both. When software is transferred
 in by an outside agent, a large portion of the
 money that could otherwise be used for develop-
 ment goes outside to the transfer agent. While the
 local staff is strained with the transfer burden, it
 generally receives no additional budgetary support.
 The net effect is that the EDP and the user
 department managers lose a substantial basis for
 future budgetary increases and must use the "slack
 resources" under their control to assist in the
 transfer effort.
 These erosions of operating funds might be all
 right with the managers if they were rewarded for
 efficient resource use. But generally they aren't.
 There is no more professional prestige for man-
 agers than the staff from transfer-in; and, there
 aren't additional resources either. In fact, the
 budgeting-from-past-history practices of local gov-
 ernment means that managers generally will be
 rewarded with increased budgets only for accumu-
 lating staff in-house rather than for using outside
 resources, and for using their current staff ineffi-
 ciently rather than efficiently. 16
 Thus, both managers and staff in the EDP and
 user departments, accustomed to traditional bu-
 reaucratic incentives and practices, are precondi-
 tioned to find shortcomings with the transfer
 process and have built-in technical and profes-
 sional arguments to support local development
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 rather than transfer. The combination of such
 technological and professional arguments usually
 has a significant impact on other decision makers,
 such as chief executives who might otherwise
 strongly favor transfer from another govern-
 ment.1 7
 3. Computer applications can be transferred and
 adapted for a small fraction of the time and
 money needed to develop them in-house from
 scratch.
 This benefit holds the strongest attraction for
 software transfer and provides the dominant basis
 for promotional claims. Undoubtedly, substantial
 cost savings can occur from transfer because most
 of the front-end development costs have been
 borne by others. The transferee bears only the
 costs required to adopt the application locally. In
 reality, however, such savings only occur under the
 best of conditions: when the automated task is
 truly general, when the application has been well
 documented and designed for transfer, when the
 computer programs fit the transferee's current
 computing capability, and when the application is
 relatively self-contained. Unfortunately, it is com-
 mon for any or all of the following technical
 problems to occur:
 The automated task is poorly suited to the local
 situation. Some computer applications have low
 transfer potential across state or regional lines
 because of differences in state and local inform-
 ation requirements and operating procedures. This
 is particularly true with regard to sophisticated
 applications such as real property appraisal models
 and complex operational applications such as
 integrated utility billing and on-line customer
 inquiry. Simpler models, such as Fire Station
 Locator, and report generators, such as Uniform
 Fire Incident Reporting System (UFIRS), are
 easier to transfer. 8
 The application is poorly documented. Poor
 programming documentation can be worse than no
 documentation because it can mislead transferees
 about the net benefits of transferring the applica-
 tion and may lead them far along the wrong paths
 in converting and debugging the programs for the
 local situation.
 The application is poorly designed. One city
 that transferred-in an accounting package discov-
 ered that the programming audit trails were
 woefully inadequate. The city had to redevelop
 the program at considerable expense, in addition
 to bearing the cost of the initial transfer failure.
 The application is not designed for transfer.
 Some otherwise well-designed applications simply
 have not been designed with their potential trans-
 fer in mind. Therefore, the cost of their modifica-
 tion for transfer exceeds the potential develop-
 ment savings.
 The application is part of an integrated system,
 and thus contains features not required for stand-
 alone use, or delivers its benefits only in an
 integrated EDP environment. The first of these
 conditions is pointed out by an observer of the
 Charlotte USAC Project:
 Remember that in taking an IMIS [Integrated Municipal
 Information System] product you are taking a part of a
 system, but the system doesn't exist [in your situation].
 So there may well be programming niceties, data hand-
 ling, and so forth that are unnecessary and turn out to be
 costs rather than benefits. 9
 The second situation occurs in applications such as
 Detective Investigative Support where the real
 benefits of the application come from integrating
 the data in many normally separate police opera-
 tional files. Here the transferee can obtain the
 applications benefits only by building an inte-
 grated system, at least for those aspects of the
 police function that provide the operational data.
 4. Transfer makes badly needed computer applica-
 tions available at a low cost to all local
 governments.
 Even if there are no problems in transfer and
 development savings do occur, the savings are
 meaningful only if the transfer-in application
 meets a real need in the government and is
 economical to implement, operate, and maintain.
 Thus, application transfer should be viewed in
 terms of priority needs rather than simple availa-
 bility, and in terms of full life cycle costs, rather
 than the mere saving of development costs.
 Assessing the need for transfer-in applications is
 a universal problem. Thinking that they are "get-
 ting something for nothing," many local officials
 are lured into application transfer when in fact
 they may be getting something they don't need, or
 which meets local needs only marginally. This
 problem occurs because some applications pro-
 moted for transfer to local governments are
 designed primarily to serve non-local needs, such
 as state and federal needs for criminal data nad
 national statistics, and thus have only secondary
 local value, if any, to the local government.
 Transfer in local government sometimes is induced
 by promotional literature extolling the benefits of
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 the applications, and by offers of technical assis-
 tance and financial support for the transfer-
 adaptation phase. Once implemented, local
 officials may discover that the application doesn't
 live up to the benefits claimed for it, yet it
 requires a continuing financial commitment for
 maintenance as part of the federal-local agree-
 ment.20 This general situation has led one obser-
 ver to quip that USAC's Integrated Municipal
 Information System (IMIS) project is "another
 example warning the cities to beware of Greeks [in
 this case, the feds] bearing gifts."2 1
 Another consideration for application transfer
 is its net benefit over its full life cycle.22
 Development savings from transfer may pale in the
 face of costs for operation and maintenance. Some
 applications simply are expensive to operate
 because they were not designed with operation
 and maintenance costs in mind. Others are expen-
 sive because the originators issue frequent changes
 or enhancements that have to be implemented.
 Other applications are expensive because they
 require new data collection and updating proce-
 dures not previously performed by the local
 government. This is particularly true of federal-
 agency proffered applications that establish a new
 reporting system or get the local government to
 accept responsibility for an activity not previously
 performed locally.2 3
 Thus, local officials who make the transfer
 decision on the basis of development savings alone
 may discover that unforeseen costs exceed these
 savings when they encounter technical problems,
 low benefits, or life cycle costs connected with the
 automated task.
 5. Application transfer is a short cut for local
 governments seeking an advanced state of EDP
 development.
 This notion of'a quick technological fix is
 sometimes used to promote application transfer
 and, although appealing, it simply doesn't square
 with reality. As mentioned already, transfer is not
 occurring at a rapid pace, and most governments
 with transfer experience transferred only one
 application in the past two years (Table 2).
 These findings should not be surprising for
 several reasons. First, the search for transferable
 applications requires extensive professional con-
 tacts, at least within the same state, because the
 small number of applications available and accep-
 table are difficult to find even with the aid of
 various computer software catalogs.24 A rich
 network of professional relationships is likely to
 be developed only in larger, experienced installa-
 tions that have overcome pressures to show
 immediate payoffs and adapt to vendor equipment
 changes.
 Second, the assessment of somebody else's
 software is complex and requires that the trans-
 feree government have personnel with experience
 and sophistication comparable to the source's EDP
 staff and user department personnel.
 Even if the application bears the "Good House-
 keeping Seal of Approval" from a national public
 interest group, the transferee still requires
 adequate staff skill locally for implementation.
 Should the application be installed by an urban
 technology transfer specialist, the transferee still
 will need a local staff skillful enough to maintain
 the application after the transfer-adaptation phase
 ends.
 Thus, successful application transfer requires
 technical sophistication by the host government
 that is similar to that needed to develop the
 application. It is not a quick, easy way to get such
 sophistication.
 6. Technical factors, such as the lack of standard-
 ized computer hardware and programming
 languages, are the major barriers to application
 transfer among local governments.
 The considerable variety in computer main-
 frames, operating systems, and peripheral devices
 used among local governments creates compat-
 ibility problems in adapting applications from one
 computing environment to another.25 Most of
 these compatibility problems now have known
 solutions and do not present the same transfer
 barriers as in times past.2 6 In addition, diversity of
 programming languages represents a lessened
 barrier to transfer today, since most local govern-
 ments have adopted COBOL as their common
 programming language for administrative applica-
 tions and FORTRAN for scientific-engineering
 applications.
 While transfer barriers due to hardware and
 languages are lessening, "design for transfer"
 looms large as a barrier primarily because of
 institutional and behavioral factors. Local agencies
 tend to design computer applications only to fit
 local conditions rather than to be generalized
 because frequently there are no special incentives
 to design for transfer. Generalized approaches take
 more time and money to develop, involve commit-
 ment to greater hardware and software expendi-
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 tures for operation, and inevitably result in com-
 promises for local users. Without special incen-
 tives, therefore, local agencies are unwise to bear
 these costs. However, sometimes this position is
 taken even by system designers working on feder-
 ally supported projects where special monetary
 incentives are provided to develop generalized
 applications for use by other governments.2 7 This
 human tendency to design suboptimally for local
 conditions may result from lack of knowledge
 about how to design for transfer, or from lack of
 personal/professional incentives, or both.
 A related tendency of some computer profes-
 sionals is to design for "leading edge" technology
 rather than within the mainstream of existing
 technology. "Leading edge" design offers many
 incentives for the designer. It actually enhances
 the designer's job because the more advanced
 technology automatically provides many functions
 the programmer previously had to design as part of
 each application, and it permits sophisticated
 niceties to be built into the application.28 The
 designers sometimes are aided by enthusiastic users
 who can think up frills that the designers may have
 overlooked.29 These features, which make the
 application unique and bring professional distinc-
 tion to EDP staff and department users alike, can
 also render the application difficult to transfer to
 less advanced EDP installations.
 Thus, the lack of instutional incentives for local
 agencies to design for transfer and the behavioral
 tendencies to design suboptimally for local condi-
 tions and for leading edge technology-frailties
 which affect the EDP and user staffs alike-
 probably constitute greater current barriers to
 transfer than the lack of technical standardization.
 7. More application transfer would occur if there
 were a National Clearinghouse and Resource
 Center that would make information and com-
 puter applications available to local govern-
 ment.
 Some proponents of application transfer cor-
 rectly argue that the greatest benefits of transfer
 will occur when a particular computer application
 is installed nationwide among many local govern-
 ments. To effect this, they would establish a
 National Clearinghouse and Resource Center for
 application software. The clearinghouse would
 keep current information on each local govern-
 ment's computing system, application availability,
 and future needs and thereby "broker" exchanges
 of applications among local governments with
 comparable application-technology mixes. Among
 other things, the resource center would collect and
 maintain well-designed and documented "applica-
 tion packages" that it would transfer or make
 available to interested governments under member-
 ship or contract arrangements.30
 Although the idea for some kind of national
 center might be a good one, and indeed is
 supported by local government officials,31 there
 are several problems with the above conceptions.
 A clearinghouse capable of storing and updating
 information on each government's applications
 and host computing system would be costly to
 build. Updating the information might be a prob-
 lem since frequent changes in local computing
 technology could require keeping information on
 ach "version" of an application. Therefore, the
 costs of maintaining the clearinghouse information
 could swamp the start-up costs.
 Moreover, local motivation to contribute infor-
 mation about applications to the clearinghouse
 could lessen as each government's costs become
 clear. Periodically, each participating government
 would need to update its information profile in
 t  clearinghouse and each would need to bear the
 cost of documenting its applications, something
few governments now do. Those governments with
 a "popular" application would need to control the
 "versions" of the application every time it under-
 went technology changes or design enhancements.
 And each government would have to bear the cost
 associated with handling inquiries and visits from
 other governments exploring the possibility of
 transfer.
 Assuming exchanges result, governments with
 few applications to offer but much to gain from
 exchanges would have the greatest incentive for
 participation, while governments with extensive
 applications might be deluged with requests for
 information and assistance with little to gain in
 exchange. When the costs became too great, these
 governments might withdraw from the clearing-
 house causing an end to the operational feasibility
 so dependent on the participation of the more
 advanced (but not necessarily the most sophisti-
 cated) governments.
 Participation might be maintained and the
 clearinghouse might have value commensurate
 with its costs if focused on facilitating the search
 phase of application exchanges, thereby limiting
 the scope of data collection, maintenance, and
 exchange. Most initial searches involve looking for
 a particular application of interest available on a
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 comparable computing system. Once preliminary
 information indicates a fit, there is need for
 follow-up search and inquiry that requires more
 detailed information than need be kept in a central
 information bank, along with direct personal
 communication with potential application sources.
 Thus, the feasibility and value of a clearinghouse
 to information transfer about computer applica-
 tions appears reasonable if its operation is limited
 to facilitating the initial search for applications,
 and local follow-up.
 While a limited clearinghouse function is
 potentially useful to information transfer, the
 resource center would be of low utility to physical
 transfer of computer applications. The assumption
 underlying the resource center-that most applica-
 tions can be transferred nationwide from a single
 center-is problematic given the current pattern of
 transfers. Table 6 shows that the dominant pattern
 of current application transfer involves transfers
 from one local government to another ("local to
 local") rather than transfers from "centers" such
 as federal or state agencies, or urban technology
 transfer agencies. Table 6 also shows that, overall,
 more transfers occur within the SMSA or state (47
 per cent) rather than cross-country (37 per cent).
 However, the pattern varies considerably
 between cities and counties. Forty-eight per cent
 of the cities transferred applications from "outside
 the state" and 28 per cent transferred from "inside
 the state" or "inside the SMSA." This difference
 between cities and counties may be related to the
 pattern of federal funding support for transfer
 which has favored cities until recently.
 There are several practical reasons for the
 verall pattern of "local" transfers despite these
 differences between cities and counties. One
 reason is that state-to-state differences in adminis-
 tr tive procedures reduce the likelihood that suit-
 able applications, particularly operations-oriented
 applications, will be found in another state if they
 an't be found locally. Another reason for the
 dominance of intra-state transfer is that local
 governments restrict out-of-state travel more than
 local travel. Also, the need for communication
 (user-to-user and analyst-to-analyst) throughout
 the transfer-adoption process is extensive and is
 greatly facilitated by geographic proximity which
 reduces travel time and costs. Lastly, computer
 professionals rely heavily upon personal know-
 ledge of the skill and programming practices of
 other computing installations in making software
 t ansfer decisions, and this knowledge is gained by
 requent, extensive peer contacts which also tend
 be circumscribed by state or regional bound-
 aries.
 It is also significant to note that the primary
 kind of application packages currently available
 from federal agencies and other urban technology
 transfer agencies tend to be stand-alone, manage-
 ment-oriented applications such as reporting
 systems, resource allocation models, and facility
 location models. These are relatively easy to
 "standardize" and to transport from one place to
 another. Yet, these kinds of applications have
 relatively low priority locally as shown in Tables 7
 and 8.
 Most local governments place first priority on
 TABLE 6
 SOURCE AND LOCUS OF TRANSFERRED APPLICATIONS
 Transferred From: Cities Counties Totals
 Source of Application
 Local to locala 78% (54) 95% (76) 87% (130)
 Federal state to localb 22 (15) 5 ( 4) 13 ( 19)
 Totals 100 (69) 100 (80) 100 (149)
 Locus of Transfer
 Inside SMSAC 14% (10) 16% (13) 15% (23)
 Inside state 14 (10) 48 (38) 32 (48)
 Outside state 48 (33) 16 (13) 31 (46)
 Unknownd 24 (16) 20 (16) 22 (32)
 Totals 100 (69) 100 (80) 100 (149)
 a.
 b.
 c.
 d.
 From either a city or county to another city or county.
 From a federal or state agency or an urban technology transfer agency.
 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area.
 Source of transferred application not indicated in response.
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 TABLE 7
 KIND OF APPLICATIONS TRANSFERRED
 Kind of Application Cities Counties Total
 Management-
 oriented 25 18 43
 Operations-
 oriented 44 62 106
 Total 69 80 149
 automating the "bread and butter," operations-
 oriented tasks of government (Table 8). Increas-
 ingly they also place priority on making these
 applications "on-line" and "integrated" (data not
 shown). However, even simply operations-oriented
 applications tend to have low transferability
 because of differences in local administrative
 procedures. When these applications are addition-
 ally on-line and integrated, it is nearly impossible
 to transfer them without replicating the original
 EDP system and application in the new host
 environment.32 While transfer makes these sys-
 tems cheaper, they are still very expensive and
 complex; thus, there are likely to be few of such
 transfers.
 The nonstanda dness, complexity, and cost of
 TABLE 8
 APPLICATIONS TRANSFERRED BY GOVERNMENT FUNCTION
 Number of Applications
 Transferred
 Cities Counties Total Function  Function
 Number of Applications
 Transferred
 Cities Counties Total
 Police/Sheriff
 Law enforcement
 statistics/crime
 reportinga
 Law enforcement
 "package"
 Other law enforce-
 ment
 Fire
 Fire incident
 reporting
 Fire station locator
 Courts
 Jury selection
 Other court appli-
 cations
 Emergency Preparedness
 Accounting
 General accounting/
 financial manage-
 ment
 Payroll preparation
 and accounting
 Treasury/Collection/
 Assessment
 Personal property
 records
 Real property tax
 records/billing
 Other tax records
 Budgeting and
 Management
 Budget monitoring
 3 1
 3
 5 3
 4
 3
 7
 3  9
 5 6
 5 7
 2
 4
 5 3
 2
 Budget preparation/
 accounting
 Purchasing
 4 Personnel
 Geoprocessing
 3 Data Processing
 Public Information
 8 Clerk/Recorder
 Public Buildings
 Central Garage/Equip-
 4 ment Management
 3 Planning and Zoning
 Housing and Urban
 7 Renewal
 Transportation
 12 Utilities
 Water/electric billing
 Public Health
 Public Welfare
 Assistance records/
 11 food stamps/dis-
 abled/general
 12 Information and
 referral
 Other
 Libraries
 2 Catalogue/circulation
 Vital Statistics
 4 Voter Registration
 8 Registration records
 Vote counting
 Miscellaneous
 2 Totals
 2
 1
 3
 5
 2
 1
 1
 4
 2
 1
 1
 2
 6
 3
 3
 6
 3
 3
 1
 3 2
 1
 1
 4
 5
 1
 1
 5 1
 3
 1 3
 3
 4
 2 6  8
 1 2
 1
 3
 1
 3 3
 1
 2
 69
 2
 3
 2
 80
 3
 3
 4
 149
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 many operations-oriented applications means that
 they probably cannot be handled as a "product"
 by the resource center. Therefore, the applications
 with greatest local demand and priority probably
 would not be handled by the resource center.
 Rather, the center would be limited to handling
 applications that many local officials might regard
 as "management frills" and might therefore ignore
 until they have completed more basic automation
 locally. Thus, the value of the resource center may
 be questionable.
 One area in which the resource center could be
 of great value is the professional evaluation of
 application software, particularly standard pack-
 ages promoted by federal agencies or private
 vendors. But, because it is too controversial, the
 center is unlikely to perform this function. In
 order to obtain continuing financial support from
 various federal agencies, the center could become
 a promoter for government-produced applications.
 Consequently, it could exacerbate, rather than
 help solve the evaluation problem for local govern-
 ments.
 Summary and Conclusion
 Application transfer is a logical idea and has
 substantial benefit, providing everything works
 right. But, the experiences of cities and counties
 show that frequently something goes wrong.
 Therefore, local officials who must decide whether
 to transfer a computer application from outside or
 to develop it in-house must soberly assess the
 complexity of the transfer-adaptation process and
 the technical and behavioral factors that constrain
 it. Much of the literature on transfer will not be of
 much help to them because of its strong promo-
 tional bias. Some of the government and private
 agencies aren't very helpful either, since these
 agencies have a potential conflict between their
 interest to promote their own or others' applica-
 tion software to local communities and their
 purported interest in assisting local governments.
 This article has tried to fill part of the void in
 rational discussion about application transfer by
 critical examination of some popular beliefs. Not
 surprisingly, the assessment brings neither acclama-
 tion nor disproof of the basic merits of application
 tranfers. Rather, it has offered broad perspectives
 on why more tranfers don't, and in some instances
 shouldn't occur. One perspective focused on the
 necessary conditions for any real cost savings to
 occur from transfer. Another focused on real and
 imagined technical barriers to application transfer.
 Still another perspective pointed to behavioral
 factors in transfer, which are the heart of technical
 and cost problems, but which are important barriers
 to effective transfer in their own right.
 The issues raised here about application transfer
 may be applicable to urban technology transfer
 generally. They point to the need for more critical
 examination of basic tenets in the field. They also
 point to the need for systematic research into the
 transfer process and into the relative costs and
 benefits of transfer for different local government
 activities and functions. Lastly, they suggest that
 further critical examination of proposals for a
 National Clearinghouse and Resource Center for
 information technology may be warranted.
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